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Úloha Quizletu ve výuce obchodní slovní zásobyLadislav Václavı́k
Abstract: In these revolutionary times of technological progress, the use of ICT has becomewidespread. It is used in all areas of language learning and in luences both the learning andthe teaching process. Quizlet is an online lashcard programmewhich offers learners opportu-nities to enhance their vocabulary. The following article describes an experiment conducted inthree ESP classes of Business English at the Faculty of Business andAdministration ofMasarykUniversity, Czech Republic. In two of the classes, the use of Quizlet was promoted both inclass and out of class throughout the term. The learners in the remaining class, the controlgroup, did not use Quizlet. The experiment took place during one of the seminars. Learners indifferent groupswere asked to study carefully chosen sets of twenty English-Czechword pairs,using either Quizlet or classic, paper-based lists. In one of the Quizlet sets, the meaning of thewords was illustrated using context clues. A series of two translation tests then gauged thestudents’ active and passive knowledge of thewordmeanings. As a follow-up, the results of thetranslation part of the inal credit test were compared. Also, a questionnaire was distributed,mapping learners’ study habits as well as their attitude to Quizlet. The experiment was de-signed to determine if, and to what degree, Quizlet helps learners acquire vocabulary moreef iciently, and to help us investigate the role of context in learning vocabulary. The presentarticle describes and discusses the results of the experiment, which illuminate how studentsperceive Quizlet in terms of effectiveness and user-friendliness.
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Vocabulary acquisition
General remarksThe effectiveness and ef iciency of learning L2 vocabulary have drawn the atten-tion of teachers and researches for decades. Recent studies admit that the bestmeans of achieving good vocabulary learning is still unclear (de Groot 2006, inSchmitt 2008), as a wide variety of factors enter into the procedure. In gen-eral, vocabulary learning programmes need to include both an explicit, intentionallearning component and a component based around maximising exposure andincidental learning (Schmitt 2008).Both these general strategies are widely used in courses of Business English atthe Faculty of Economics and Administration at Masaryk University, Brno. Learn-ers usually face activities fostering meaning-focused input and output (see Nation2013; e.g. reading articles in the Economist and other sources or the textbook),as well as form-focused exercises (e.g. matching, multiple-choice, ill-in exercises,
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and de inition games). Both areas of vocabulary acquisition activities take placeeither in or out of class. Across the 23 groups (taught by eight teachers), learnersare motivated to use various vocabulary learning strategies and tools available tothem. The tools comprise, for example, a glossary of technical terms available asa downloadable booklet in PDF format, drill exercises accessible at the Informa-tion System of Masaryk University, or Quizlet, which is promoted mainly in someclasses. At the end of the term, there is a credit test which contains, among others,a vocabulary part consisting of two translation tasks: one task tests productiveknowledge and the other focuses on receptive knowledge of business English ter-minology. Thus, learners are supposed primarily to master the form and meaningaspect of knowing L2 words.The knowledge of the form and meaning of a word, however, does not ensure thatlearners know the word in its entirety. Researchers agree that knowing a word in-volves much more than simply knowledge of meaning and form (Aitchison, 1994;Laufer, 1997; McCarthy, 1990; Miller, 1999; Nation 2013; Schmitt 1994; 1998;2000). Nation (2013), for example, identi ies nine different types of vocabularyknowledge that are a part of knowing a word.Researchers pointed out that there are two broader aspects of knowing a word:scope and depth. As for the scope, students at the Faculty of Business and Ad-ministration need to master some 6,000 words during the irst two years of theirstudies. Pronunciation, word category, associations, collocations, or the position ofa word in a sentence constitute the depth axis of word knowledge. Even thoughlearners are led to consider all these aspects of word knowledge, the inal credittest focuses on mastering the form and meaning of technical terminology. Thisfact played a major role in designing the current study.
Importance of contextGiven the complexity of knowing a word correctly, a question imposes itself con-cerning the effectiveness of vocabulary acquisition. Is it more effective for studentsto learn vocabulary separately or in context? Generally, cognitive psychologistsand language acquisition scholars have claimed that retention of information de-pends on how this information is processed (Mondria 2003). There has been vastresearch trying to ind out whether it is more effective to learn words isolated orin context (Mondria 1991, Laufer and Shmueli 1997, de Groot 2006, Sagarra andAlba 2006, Webb 2007, 2008, 2009, Papathanasiou 2009, Hummel 2010).Many vocabulary researchers have supported strongly learning in context (Crow1986; Krashen 1989; Oxford and Crookall 1990). Context can provide more in-formation about the word than a simple translation or synonym, providing de-tail on its use and meanings. Students can learn different semantic relationships
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and associations, grammatical functions and places where it usually appears ina sentence, or syntagmatic associations and collocations (Webb 2007). Indeed,decontextualised learning does not seem the best way to acquire full syntacticand grammatical knowledge. As a consequence, learners lack familiarity with theusage of target vocabulary (Oxford and Crookall 1990, in Webb 2007).On the other hand, evidence exists to the contrary of the claims mentioned above.It has been shown that decontextualised vocabulary learning tasks (e.g. learningword pairs) can contribute to large gains in knowledge of meaning and form(Thorndike, 1908; Webb, 1962). Learning vocabulary incidentally, i.e. throughreading, has been found to contribute to relatively small gains in knowledge ofmeaning and form (Day et al., 1991; Dupuy and Krashen, 1993; Hulstijn, 1992;Pitts et al., 1989). Indeed, when learning words through reading was comparedto learning vocabulary through word lists, learners seem to have bene ited morefrom decontextualised tasks (Laufer and Shmueli, 1997; Prince, 1996; Seibert,1930).In these studies, contextualised tasks usually mean learning new words by readingtexts. For this study, we de ine context as a sentence in which the target wordappears. The strategy does not involve guessing, i.e. learners are provided witha gloss of the target word (in the irst language).Four studies have examined explicit learning from context and explicit learning ofword pairs (Dempster, 1987; Laufer and Shmueli, 1997; Seibert, 1930). The re-sults of those studies showed that both tasks might be effective methods of learn-ing vocabulary. Learners from both conditions produced large gains in knowledgeof meaning and form in a relatively short time. For example, Laufer and Shmueli(1997) studied vocabulary learning in different conditions, distinguishing betweenfocus and context-oriented methods. Focus-oriented methods comprised isolatedwords and words in sentences; context-oriented methods concerned texts andelaborated texts. The main inding is that learning words isolated or in sentencecontexts is more effective than learning them in (elaborated) texts. Sagarra andAlba have found that learning techniques requiring deeper processing throughform and meaning associations (i.e. the keyword method) yield the best reten-tion (Sagarra and Alba 2006). Importantly, they found that rote memorisationis more effective than creating multiple-meaning associations (i.e. semantic map-ping) (Sagarra and Alba 2006). Webb (2007) devised ten different tests for eachword in order to compare the effectiveness in the learning of decontextualisedword-pairs (word plus L1 translation) with the same word pairs plus a sentencecontext. No signi icant difference was found between the decontextualised andsentence context treatments (Nation 2013, p. 461). In sum, the studies do notshow one task to be superior, nor do they demonstrate that context has any effect
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on vocabulary learning. Indeed, no striking superiority of sentence context overisolated word was found.Would there be any difference if learners could use online tools to study vocabu-lary, instead of paper-based word lists? Indeed, does the use of Quizlet to studyvocabulary have an impact on the effectivity of vocabulary retention? Quizlet en-ables learners to use various study modes, which include Flashcards. These can bedesigned so that they present isolated one-to-one L1–L2 word pairs. Alternately,the translations can comprise short sentences clarifying the meaning of the words.
Word cardsThere has been substantial literature probing the effectiveness of learning vocab-ulary from word cards (see Nation 2013: 438). Some criticism was raised as tothe decontextualised techniques implied in learning words from cards, with criticsdismissing cards as a learning activity (Oxford and Crookall 1990). It was claimedthat learning from word cards does not boost remembering nor does it help withthe use of the word. Moreover, word cards only provide explicit knowledge inaptfor luent use, and they only allow to study a restricted number of words neededto be learned.However, using word cards does not exclude the possibility of putting a samplesentence or collocations on the card. This, nevertheless, could still be consideredas decontextualised learning by some researchers (e.g. Oxford and Crookall 1990)given the fact that the word does not appear in a ’communicative’ context.The effectiveness of using word cards (without context) has been corroboratedby research literature. There is evidence showing that ’even without a sentencecontext large numbers of words can be learned in a short time and can be retainedfor a very long time’ (Nation 2013, p. 439) The evidence is provided by numerousstudies (Thorndike 1908; Anderson and Jordan 1928; Webb 1962; Lado et al.1967; De Groot 2006).To summarise, research has shown that word cards are indeed good for remem-bering. At the same time, however, it has been proved that word cards are notideal for learning how to use words in other contexts. Thus, it seems obvious thatlearning through word cards (language-focused activities) and learning throughcontext (meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output and luency develop-ment) should be considered as complementary activities (Nation 2013).
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Quizlet and vocabulary learningResearch shows that the use of technology to study vocabulary is an effectiveapproach for foreign language students (Altiner, 2011; Azabdaftari and Mozaheb,2012; McLean, Hogg, and Rush, 2013).In the age of massive and dynamic ICT development, there are several onlinetools designed to enhance the ef icacy of vocabulary learning. Among these, Qui-zlet enjoys not only the attention of learners but also that of researchers. Surely,the motivational value of using technology in class cannot be understated. Thishas been corroborated by studies proving that technology can play an importantrole in motivating digital natives (Chien 2013). Furthermore, studies show thatlearners prefer Quizlet (over paper lashcards or vocabulary logs) because it iseasier to use, more accessible and more user-friendly (Tran 2010). Participantsin other studies based on using Quizlet had positive attitudes towards using it(Chien 2015). Perceived ease of use, together with perceived usefulness, is oneof the major criteria in learners’ choice of technology (Davis 1989). Technologiessuch as Quizlet provide affordances such as ’immediacy in receiving the learningcontent, lexibility and portability of learning in time and space and very low cost’(Song, 2008 in Chien 2013).Apart from motivation and affordances, Quizlet seems to prove bene icial in vo-cabulary learning if it includes different word knowledge (Chien 2015). Accordingto Wright (2016), allowing students to interact with target vocabulary in variousways – including Quizlet or other ICT tools – results in learners experiencingseveral aspects of knowing a word as de ined by Nation (2013), namely its pro-ductive and receptive knowledge. Indeed, online word exercises should focus ondeveloping learners’ receptive and productive skills of word knowledge (Chien2015). Other studies show improvement in learners’ vocabulary knowledge asa result of using Quizlet (Dizon 2016) or mobile phones more generally (Başoluand Akdemir, 2010; Azabhaftari and Mozaheb 2012; Lu 2008).Still, there seem to be some downsides – for example, Wright (2016) has shownthat students had a problem with accuracy when creating their vocabulary setsin Quizlet. Bilová (2018) points out dif iculties that students had in constructingsample sentences. Despite its shortcomings, Quizlet has the potential to be a pow-erful vocabulary-learning tool if used properly (Wright 2016).Students of Business English at the Faculty of Administration and Economics useQuizlet in two ways. Firstly, they are encouraged to use Quizlet to study vocabu-lary out of class. Accessible through personal computers or smartphones, Quizletseems ideal for students to use at any time throughout the day. The tool provideslearners with different learning modules (Flashcards, Learn, Write, Spell, Test),thus providing variety and choice. Secondly, Quizlet is used in class both for indi-
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vidualised and group activities. Students can learn vocabulary in short, 10-minuteintervals at the beginning of each class. Alternately, they engage in Quizlet Liveactivity which is based on regular reading sessions of the Economists.Quizlet Live game is played based on word lists created beforehand by the teacher.Quizlet Live is a group activity where students are divided into new, randomly cre-ated groups. In these groups, using their smartphones, students are to completea word into a given sentence, each member of the group seeing a different list ofoptions on her/his display. Here is an example:
The government should Mr Quarles as chairman of the Financial Stability Board, an inter-national body created at the height of the inancial crisis to advise the G20. (appoint)As a result, this multiple-choice reading activity is enhanced by the communica-tion aspect where students need to negotiate – preferably in L2 – possible optionsfor each sentence, as only one of them has got the correct word in their list. Asa rule, there are twelve sentences to complete, the irst group to complete allsentences in a row without making a mistake winning the contest. Importantly,research provides empirical evidence (Tran 2010) that Quizlet provides more col-laboration and competition, and that learners are well aware of this.At the end of the business news activity, students are provided with feedback.They are shown the sentences where they made mistakes, other options are dis-cussed and correct answers back-elicited. This activity should demonstrate thecontextual aspect of vocabulary learning to the learners. Again, this activity hasgot its counterpart in the inal credit test, which contains a gap- ill task. In thistask, students have to complete ive sentences with verbs (in their base form) thatthey have to select from a list.The present study, based partly on Webb (2007) and Dizon (2016), tried to gaugethe importance of sentence context in learning English vocabulary in BusinessEnglish classes at the Faculty of Economics and Administration of Masaryk Univer-sity, Brno. Also, the article focuses on the role of Quizlet in L2 vocabulary acqui-sition both in short-term and long-term retention. The study contrasts traditional,paper-based studying from word lists with the use of Quizlet, where vocabularycan be studied using word cards (with both isolated word pairs and words accom-panied by sentence context). It also reports learners’ reactions to Quizlet in termsof perceived usefulness and ease of use (Davis 1989; Dizon 2016). These twovariables are further compared with the frequency of use and means of accessingQuizlet. Eventually, inal credit test results are compared (translation and gap- illtasks) to show whether there was any substantial difference in vocabulary scoreswhich could be attributed to using Quizlet at home (translation tasks) or in class( ill-in task).
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Methodology
Research questionsThe following study tried to answer three research questions:1. Does using Quizlet and context-embedded wordlists have signi icant short-term/long-term impact on learning L2 vocabulary compared to traditionalpaper-based word lists?2. What is students’ attitude towards using Quizlet for L2 vocabulary acquisitionin terms of perceived usefulness and ease of use? Does their attitude correlatewith the frequency of use and mode of access?3. Does using Quizlet outside the classroom have a positive impact on the resultsof the vocabulary part of the inal credit test?
ParticipantsThe population sample consisted of 44 irst-year students of the Faculty of Eco-nomics and Administration of Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic. Therewere two experimental groups (N1 = 15, N2 = 13) and one control group (N3 = 16).The experimental groups were taught by me, and the control group was taughtby a fellow teacher. The reason for this was that only in my groups do learnersuse Quizlet both in and out of class. The students participating in the study werein the second term of their studies, which means that all of them had to passthe credit test at the end of the irst term. This test ensures, at least partially,homogeneity of the groups in terms of L2 pro iciency. The limitations concerningsampling are discussed later.
Design and target wordsBefore the experiment itself, a pre-test consisting of L2–L1 translation was dis-tributed in the groups in order to ind out whether students were familiar withwords destined for the main part of the project. The words had been chosenaccording to Nation’s low-frequency word sets (Nation 2013, p. 28) to ensure thatstudents will be unfamiliar with them. There were 20 words altogether (sevennouns, seven verbs and six adjectives1), completely unrelated to business Englishterminology of the classes. All words that had been correctly translated by stu-dents were eliminated and replaced to minimise the probability of learners’ en-countering a word that they already know. The choice of low-frequency words
1 The word category distribution pattern (nouns, verbs, adjectives) was modelled on Webb (2007) andKucera and Francis (1967).
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could be another limitation of this study, as learners might not be properly moti-vated to study and retain the words in memory.The experiment took place at the beginning of one of the seminars, in the secondhalf of the spring term 2019. In the experimental groups, students were asked tostudy lists of English vocabulary made accessible on Quizlet by the teacher shortlybefore the seminar. Group 1 was given a Quizlet set of L2–L1 equivalents wordswithout context. Similarly, Group 2 was given the same Quizlet set of L2–L1, butthe L1 translation was complemented with an example sentence:
sundry – (rozličný) There were a watch, a diary and sundry other items on her table.Finally, the control group – Group 3 – studied the same word set via traditionalpaper-based L2–L1 wordlists without context. All study sets were eliminated im-mediately after the study sessions so that students could not access the wordsagain.Based on previous similar research (Webb 2007, 2008, 2009), learners in allthree groups were given 8 minutes to study the vocabulary. Two immediate testsfollowed, gauging students’ productive (L1–L2 translation) and receptive (L2–L1translation) knowledge of form and meaning associations. Learners gained onepoint for each word translated correctly. Minor spelling mistakes having no impacton the meaning were tolerated (as recommended by Schmitt 2008). The sametests were distributed four weeks later, without learners having an opportunity tostudy the words in the meantime. Students had no prior knowledge that they willbe tested, neither immediately nor with delay. Despite covering only partially thecomplex concept of word knowledge, this form of testing vocabulary knowledge(i.e. productive and receptive translation focusing on form and meaning associa-tions) was chosen because the same translation tasks are included in the credittests, whose results were also compared in the framework of the present study.The second part of the study concerned the usefulness and the ease of use per-ceived by learners who used Quizlet to study business vocabulary during the term.The terminology is based on the technology acceptance model (TAM), a researchframework by Davis (1989), which aims at measuring a user’s behavioural inten-tion (BI) to use a given technology according to two primary factors: perceivedusefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU). According to Davis (1989), PUis “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system wouldenhance his or her job performance”, while PEOU is de ined as “the degree towhich a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort”(p. 320) (Dizon 2016).The questionnaire (based on Dizon 2016) was distributed at the end of the term.It consists of 12 questions which gauged the average time spent on Quizlet; learn-
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ers’ preferred means of accessing Quizlet, either via computers or smartphones;the perceived usefulness; and the ease of use. The irst two questions concernedthe mode of accessing Quizlet (PC or smartphone) and the frequency of use perweek. Questions 3–6 and 7–10 operationalised the perceived usefulness and theease of use, respectively. The last two questions tried to ind out learners’ futureintent to use Quizlet to study L2 vocabulary.
Results
Vocabulary testsUsing descriptive statistics (calculation of mean scores), the irst part of the studytried to gauge the short-term, and long-term retention of vocabulary learned viathree different input methods. The results of the immediate post-test were asfollows:
Tab. 1: Produc ve and recep ve immediate post-test results








Group 1 (Q+con*) 14.71* 73.6% 15.93* 79.7%
Group 2 (Q, nc**) 12.42 62.1% 13.08 65.4%
Group 3 (C***) 13.87 69.4% 14.13 70.7%
Note: Maximum score = 20 points. MimmP: mean score, immediate produc ve post-test, MimmR: mean score,
immediate recep ve post-test. *Quizlet flashcards with context sentences; **Quizlet flashcards with isolated
word pairs, no context sentences; ***Control group, paper-based word lists of isolated word pairs.In general, the results roughly correspond to indings in vocabulary acquisitionliterature (Lado et al. 1967; Laufer and Shmueli 1997; Webb 2007). As can beobserved, Group 1 shows best results (compared both to Group 2 and Group 3),which might hint at a role of context in learning vocabulary (Schmitt and Laufer1997). Given the scope of the study, however, this result can hardly be generalised.Interestingly, when we compare Groups 2 and 3, we can see that the traditionalword lists were more ef icient than the Quizlet variety of Flashcards. This mighthint at greater effectiveness of word lists over word cards (cf. Nation 2013: 438).Finally, productive tests in all three groups show poorer results than the receptiveones, both in the respective groups and in general. This, however, is not surprisingas the trend has been described in L2 vocabulary acquisition literature (e.g. Nation2013).
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The results of the delayed post-tests are shown in Table 2:
Tab. 2: Produc ve and recep ve delayed post-test results








Group 1 (Q+con*) 3.18 15.9% 6.56 32.8 %
Group 2 (Q, nc**) 2.55 12.75% 7.09 35.45%
Group 3 (C***) 2.42 12.1% 9.41 47.05%
Note: Maximum score = 20 points. MdelP: mean score, delayed produc ve post-test; MdelR: mean score,
delayed recep ve post-test. *Quizlet flashcards with context sentences; **Quizlet flashcards with isolated
word pairs, no context sentences; ***Control group, paper-based word lists of isolated word pairs.These results are not so clear-cut as in the previous test. Group 1 (words studiedin context through Quizlet) achieved the best score in delayed productive post-test, but the worst in the receptive task. Group 3 (paper-based vocabulary learningfrom word lists) yielded the best score in receptive knowledge of vocabulary, butthe worst (even if marginally) in the productive test. When we compare Group 1and Group 2 (the only variable being the sentence context), we can see that theresults copy the same tendency. These results would point at the effectiveness ofboth word list rote learning and simple lashcards for the easier, receptive part ofvocabulary knowledge. When the cognitive effort is more dif icult, context mightbe more effective (Group 1 achieved the best score in the productive task). How-ever, the results cannot refute previous indings which showed a minimal effect ofcontext on vocabulary learning (Webb 2007). As in the immediate post-tests, thereceptive mean scores are better than the productive scores, in all three groups.From the tables above, we ind that there is a signi icant difference between short-term and long-term memory tests. This, however, represents the natural memoryfading phenomenon of the human mind. To investigate the memory fading further,we can put both tables together and observe the rate of long-term retention (ormemory fading tendency) across all three groups. By subtracting the mean scoresin all categories (M1immediate-M1delayed), we arrive at the following numbers(the smaller the number, the better the retention rate):
Tab. 3: Long-term reten on rate
Group Difference Cz-En(produc ve)
Difference En-Cz
(recep ve)
Group 1 (Q+con) 11.53 4.66
Group 2 (Q, nc) 9.87* 5.99*
Group 3 (Control) 11.45 4.72As the results show, Group 1 and Group 3 came with similar, almost identical,igures. This could mean that context played very little difference in terms oflong-term effects on retention, when compared to the traditional, paper-based
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wordlists, which yielded almost identical outcomes. This would corroborate someresearch indings (Webb 2007), contradicting others (Laufer and Schmitt 1997).The role of context in the two Quizlet groups seems more ambivalent. On the onehand, context might help learners gain receptive knowledge (Group 1 did betterthan Group 2) in the long term. On the other hand, Group 2 did better in the pro-ductive, more dif icult, part of the test. This could mean that context has a negativeeffect on the productive knowledge of vocabulary, maybe due to heightened cog-nitive load, which might have placed more time pressure on learners (all learnershad the same amount of time to study the words across the groups). However, thisresult seems to be in contradiction with research which has found that effectiveelaboration and deepened information processing (i.e. more cognitive effort) helpmemorisation (Baicheng 2009). Other types of test (e.g. associations, collocations)might have yielded a different picture.
QuestionnaireBesides using Quizlet in class, students in Group1 and Group2 were encouragedto study business English vocabulary at home. The following part outlines theirresponses to the questionnaire (reproduced from Dizon 2016).The questionnaire showed that the majority of learners used computers to accessQuizlet.
Number of learners PC Smartphone








































Fig. 2: Use of smartphones – me-frequency (minutes per week)Maybe somewhat surprisingly, the majority of computer users (n = 6) accessedQuizlet for short periods. The smartphone was mostly used for 30-minutes studysessions per week. It would be highly speculative, however, to try to explain thenature of the difference in use here. It might be possible that mobile technol-ogy, because of its ubiquity and lexibility, can be accessed at different places,thus adding up to the total number of minutes. Additional interviews could elu-cidate this inding further. On the other hand, only computer users, unlike theirsmartphone counterparts, were able to extend their study periods beyond the 30-minute timespan. On the whole, despite being encouraged to use Quizlet as muchas possible, learners showed only limited enthusiasm for the tool. Again, personalinterviews with them could throw some light on this matter.
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Fig. 3: Time-frequency (0–60min/week) of usefulness (min 4 – max 20 pts)The results do not show any substantial differences among learners. Both hardlearners (50min per week) and weak learners (10min per week) ind Quizletboth extremely and quite useful. At the same time, the lowest usefulness scorecorrelates with a lower frequency of use. Average users (30min per week) tend toind Quizlet less useful (mean score is 16) than sporadic and hard learners (10minper week and 50min per week, both groups have a mean score equal to 17).
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Fig. 4: Time-frequency (0–60min) and ease of use (min 4 – max 20 pts)On the whole, the perceived ease of use had no impact on the frequency of use.The biggest span in the ease of use can be observed in average users. The majorityof the least frequent users found Quizlet more dif icult to operate than the otherusers, which might suggest a causal link between the two factors. On the otherhand, the two least content users come from the groups showing more frequent
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use of Quizlet. This, in itself, might point to personal commitment and industri-ousness on the part of these two learners who persisted in spending more timeon Quizlet despite having trouble using it. Interestingly, the mean score for easeof use in all three categories differs only marginally (M10min = 16.7, M30min = 16.9,
M50min = 16.5), which shows that learners, on average, ind the tool easy to useirrespective of the time spent on it.









0 5 10 15 20 25Dizon (2016) presents the following results:
Construct Mean SD
Perceived usefulness 4.5 0.7
Perceived ease of use 4.4 0.8
Inten on 4.4 0.6Our study provided similar scores:
Construct Mean SD
Perceived usefulness 4.2 0.6
Perceived ease of use 4.2 0.6
Inten on 4.1 0.9The groups under examination scored marginally less in all the three constructs.Nevertheless, the difference is negligible and, on the whole, the mean scores still
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re lect a positive attitude to Quizlet as a tool suitable for learning vocabulary.Thus, we can conclude in similar terms, namely that ’the learners in the studyviewed the program as a useful and easy to use method for studying vocabularyand indicated that they would like to continue using it in the future’ (Dizon 2016:52). However, our students – in contrast to Dizon’s sample – did not show anypreference for the use of smartphones, contradicting the proclaimed ’shift towardsmobile technology’ (Dizon 2016: 52).
Final credit test scoresThe inal credit test comprises three major sections: listening, grammar and vo-cabulary. The vocabulary part consists of four subtasks, two of which are based ontranslation. Learners can achieve a maximum of 10 points for L1–L2 (productive)translation of business English terms, and 5 points for L2–L1 (receptive) transla-tion. The maximum score of the whole translation section of the test is then 15.Comparing the results in all three groups, we get the following scores:
Tab. 4: Credit test results
Groups Cz-En transla on Percentage En-Cz transla on Percentage
Quizlet groups 7 70% 3.4 68%
Control group 6.64 66.4% 3.5 70%The results are almost identical, showing that groups which used Quizlet to studybusiness English vocabulary for test purposes scored slightly better – in the pro-ductive task (i.e. Czech-English translation) – than the group which used othertools. However, the results are opposite for the receptive task (i.e. English-Czechtranslation). As a result, no signi icant impact of the use of Quizlet can be pointedout. Nevertheless, different design, which would track individual students’ timespent on Quizlet and their inal score, might bring in clearer data.As for the ill-in tasks, the results were as follows:
Tab. 5: Verb fill-in task results
Groups Verb fill-in mean score (max. 5) SD
Quizlet groups 3.91 1.03
Control group 3.83 1.21The results do not show any signi icant difference between the groups.
Discussion and limitationsThe study in question does not pretend to draw any general conclusions. It triedto map the effect of various learning methods on speci ic groups in speci ic cir-
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cumstances. Thus, given the small numbers and the design of the study, no statis-tically relevant igures were neither sought for nor found.There are several limitations to the study. The distribution of the population intosamples seems the most dif icult issue, as it was practically impossible to gatherrandomised samples. Despite the credit test which the learners had to sit at theend of the irst term, their pro iciency level differed: some students were highlypro icient (C1), others weaker (B2).There were three convenience samples, determined by the distribution of studentsinto study groups. Thus, the process of distribution could not be fully controlled,as the decision which group to join had been made by learners themselves, basedon learners’ preferences in terms of schedule (morning, afternoon groups), teach-ers’ reputation (as a part of student narrative). The personality of the teachermight also have in luenced the gender distribution in the groups (predominantlymale students in my groups). Given these and other facts, group homogeneitycould not be assured. Another limitation concerns the role of teachers, as twodifferent individuals taught the three groups. Factors such as the teacher’s attitudetowards learners, his or her methods and teaching style, or agreeableness, couldhave played an important role in motivating students. As my colleague, who taughtin Group3, reported to me, her students found little value in the delayed post-test,which could have distorted the results.The process of word selection could have taken consideration into the fact thatsome low-frequency words can have high-frequency synonyms, which would de-preciate the role of context in vocabulary acquisition (Webb 2007). At the sametime, the learners at the B2 level are not beginners, and only beginners do notknow synonyms for most of the words that they learn.Also, this study did not use the results of classroom observations, learners’ learn-ing records, and interview to identify the features of the effective designs of lash-card website on language learners’ acquisition of word knowledge. This mixed-method approach could have yielded richer data and thus clarify some issues thatarose from the test results and questionnaire answers.Finally, the two experimental groups were taught by me. Ideally, I should havetaught one experimental and one control group, leaving the other experimentalgroup to my colleague. The inal design, however, was opted for because my col-league does not use Quizlet in her classes, and it would be time-demanding andhard logistically to reorient her learners to use Quizlet at such short notice.
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ConclusionThe study in question tried to answer three research questions. The irst question– concerning the impact of context or Quizlet on vocabulary retention – did notyield any statistically signi icant results. On the other hand, it corroborated previ-ous indings which claim that the role of context in vocabulary acquisition is notclear-cut (Nation 2013: 438). Also, it showed that in certain circumstances, thecontext seems helpful. In immediate post-tests, Group 1 shows best results, whichmight hint at a role of context in learning vocabulary. Given the design of thestudy, however, this result can hardly be generalised. Also, productive tests showpoorer results than the receptive ones. In delayed tests, Group 1 (words studiedin context) achieved the best score in productive post-test; in contrast, Group 3(words studied in one-to-one word lists) scored signi icantly better in the recep-tive post-test which might corroborate the minimal effect of context on vocabularylearning discovered in previous literature (Webb 2007). When we compare thedifferences in mean scores in both immediate and delayed post-tests, we get theaverage rate of retention in all three groups. Group 1 and Group 3 achieved sim-ilar igures, which could mean that context played very little difference in termsof long-term effects on retention when compared to the traditional, paper-basedwordlists, which yielded almost identical outcomes. The role of context in thetwo Quizlet groups seems more ambivalent. On the one hand, context might havehelped learners foster receptive knowledge (Group 1 did better than Group 2) inthe long term. On the other hand, Group 2 did better in the productive, moredif icult, part of the test. This could mean that context has a negative effect onthe productive knowledge of vocabulary, maybe due to heightened cognitive load.The second research question concerned learners’ perceived usefulness and easeof use when studying vocabulary with Quizlet. Here, the results corroborated pre-vious research in full (e.g. Dizon 2016). On average, students ind Quizlet bothuseful and easy to use. However, these two variables do not correlate in any waywith other factors, such as means of accessing Quizlet (computer or smartphone),or frequency of use (minutes per week).Finally, the credit test results showed no differences between the groups that usedQuizlet to study business English terminology and the group which used othertools (PDF glossary).In the future, the role of Quizlet Live on learning vocabulary could be investigatedfurther. Also, the use of Quizlet outside class might be studied in more depth,given the fact that students of the Faculty of Economics and Administration spendmost time studying vocabulary at home/on their own. The impact of long-termuse of Quizlet on the credit test results might also have signi icant educationalvalue.
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